Multiple Shipping Methods V5.0.0
Introduction
Using the Multi-Shipping Methods module it allows the admin to create multiple
shipping methods for the delivery of customers product purchase. Even the guest user can
select from the available multi-shipping methods created by the admin.
The admin can select the countries for which this shipping method will be available and
can even set the name for the shipping method. While creating a new shipping method
the admin can set the price, weight range and zip code range.
Check the overview of the multiple shipping methods for the Magento 2 platform based
online web store in the video mentioned below –

Features of Multi-Shipping
The admin can add shipping labels with multiple shipping options.
The admin can enable/disable shipping method/label.
Mass delete/status change at admin end.
Shipping will be calculated based on Country Id, ZIP, and weight.
Customer can select enabled shipping options according to his/her address.
This module is compatible with multi-address shipping.
Customers can also use multiple shipping checkout cart pages.

Module Configuration in Multi-Shipping
Firstly, to configure the module the admin needs to go to the Stores > Configuration >
SALES > Delivery Methods.
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Now under the field Webkul Multiple Shipping, the admin needs to give the below
details as shown.

Enabled: Set the status as Yes/No to Enable/Disable the module.
Title: Here, enter a required title.
Name: Here, enter a required Name.
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Ship to Applicable Countries: The admin can select All Allowed Countries or
Specific Countries from the drop-down to enable shipping for the required
countries.
Ship to Specific Countries: The option is enabled when the admin selects to ship
to specific countries only, here just select the required countries from the multiselect.
Sort Order: Here, enter the sort order so that you can set the priority.
Displayed Error Message: In this field, the admin can either use the system
value or by clicking on the checkbox enter a personalized error message.

Multiple Shipping Management
To manage the Multi Shipping for Magento 2 module firstly, in the sidebar menu go
to the MULTIPLE SHIPPING MANAGEMENT > Multiple Shipping Methods.

All the created and existing Shipping methods are visible in this section the admin can
click on the Edit button under the Actions tab to make changes in any of the created
shipping methods.

Edit Shipping Methods
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The admin can make changes to any of the fields here and can further, click on Save. As a
result, the edited changes will be reflected over the front end.

Add New Shipping Methods
To add a new shipping method simply click on Create New Shipping Method and
enter the details.

Enable: The admin can set the field as Yes as No to enable or disable the Shipping
Method.
Method Name: Enter the Shipping method name over here.
Title: The admin can even give a required title using this input field.
Country: The admin needs to enter the country to which the shipping method will
be applicable.
Note:
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To include more countries simply click on Add Record in the same shipping
method and give the country name.
State/Province: Enter the State/Province in this field.
In case, If the admin wants to apply these shipping methods for all the states in that
specific country, Then the admin needs to select the “*” option.

1. Weight From
2. Weight To
In the above field, the admin needs to give the weight from – to the weight. If the weight
of the product lies between the weight range given. As a result, the shipping method will
be applicable on the same.
Price: Here, enter the price or the shipping method charge that will be applied to
the shipping method.
1. Zip From
2. Zip To
In the above field, the admin needs to give the Zip from – to the Zip to. If the customer’s
Zipcode lies between the entered Zipcode range given. Hence, the shipping method will be
applicable to the same.
Alphanumeric zip: (The zipcodes which include letters and the digits as well in it
are called alphanumeric zip such as in Canadian zip codes )
If the admin wants to allow alphanumeric zip codes for the shipping methods then set this
field as Yes.
Zipcode: Enter the Alphanumeric Zipcode over here.
In case, If admin wants to apply these shipping methods for all the zip codes of the
selected state in that specific country, Then the admin needs to enter the “*” in the
“zip from” and “zip to” column.

Note:

To include more alphanumeric zip codes the admin can press Add Record and enter
more alphanumeric zip codes for the same shipping method.
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Front end – Customer Workflow
First of all the admin needs to add a product into his/her cart.

Open the Shopping cart page.
Before clicking the proceed to checkout button the customer can Estimate Shipping and
Tax for the same click on the Estimate Shipping and Tax drop down in the order
summary section.
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Further, the customer needs to select the Country, State/Province, and Zip/Postal
Code based on the same the available shipping methods are visible. The customer can
select the best suitable shipping methods.
Note:

The module also supports the Check Out with Multiple Address.
Based on the country entered and zip code the available shipping methods will be visible
under Webkul Multiple Shipping.
Also, if the customer doesn’t enter any Zip/Postal Code or enter a region code for which
no shipping method is available then the following error message is displayed as shown
below.
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After clicking on the Proceed to Checkout.

The customer can select any of the available shipping methods and click Next.
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Post that the customer can click the Place Order button to make the purchase complete.

Order Details – Customer end
The customer can check their order from My Orders. Here, the customer can check the
used multi shipping method in Order Information here as shown in the below image.
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Order Details – Admin end
The admin can go to Sales > Order. Click View under the actions section. Here, the
admin can check the used multi shipping method in Order Information here as shown
in the below image.

Order Invoice
Here, is the order Invoice PDF with details including the shipping method.
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That’s all for the Multi-Shipping extension. If you still have any questions regarding the
module please create a support ticket by clicking here or send an email
to support@webkul.com
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